
Review Area Finding Deficiency Corrective Action
Response 

Date CAP Begun Date Closed

1. Financial 

Management and 

Capacity

D-15 No existing 

financial plan

Finding Removed

Submit to the FTA Region I Office a Comprehensive Bus and Rail Fixed 

Assets Maintenance Program/Plan that addresses roles and 

responsibilities and evidence that it has been implemented. 

Yes

Submit to the FTA Region I Office a Rail Facility Maintenance Plan that 

addresses roles and responsibilities and a detailed description of 

integration with other departments responsible for maintenance.

Yes

D-19 No vehicle 

maintenance plan

Submit to the FTA Region I Office a maintenance plan, with 

replacement and disposition schedule, for all FTA funded paratransit 

vehicles and evidence that it has been implemented.

8-Mar-16

Yes

D-191 Inadequate 

oversight of 

contracted 

maintenance 

activities

Submit to the FTA Region I Office a maintenance oversight program for 

its ferry service and evidence that it has been implemented.

8-Mar-16

Yes 10/5/2015 - Reached out to Mike Lambert to work with Mimi 

and BHC to develop plan for beter oversight over ferry 

program's maintenance of FTA assets.

12/11/2015 - Working with Mike Lambert to develop 

maintenace oversight program ands then to submit to FTA 

region I for review.  This program will be intergrated into the 

overarching master plan being developed.

10/5/2015 - Reached out to Mike Lambert to discuss the Ride 

Contractors having vehicle maintenance plan.  To follow up 

later

12/11/2015 - Working with Mike Lambert and Peggy Griffin of 

FTA to build plan, which will roll up into overarching plan.

CAP Status

10/5/2015 - Spoke with Walter Reed this morning, we are 

awaiting examples from FTA to use as a guide in terms of 

creating an over arching plan as discussed in exit confrence.

12/11/2015 - Met with E&M, Operations, and RROPs staff 

along with FTA consultants for technical assistance.  Ops will 

provide Org Chart to begin drafting overarching plans

10/5/2015 - Spoke with Walter Reed this morning, we are 

awaiting examples from FTA to use as a guide in terms of 

creating an over arching plan as discussed in exit confrence.

12/11/2015 - Met with E&M, Operations, and RROPs staff 

along with FTA consultants for technical assistance.  Ops will 

provide Org Chart to begin drafting overarching plans

Finding Removed

3. Maintenance D-117 Facility/equipment 

maintenance 

program lacking or 

inadequate

8-Mar-16
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Review Area Finding Deficiency Corrective Action
Response 

Date CAP Begun Date Closed

D-30 Facility accessibility 

standards deficiency

Submit to the FTA Region I Civil Rights Officer a plan and schedule for 

making the necessary modifications to bring the Oak Grove Station into 

full ADA compliance and for reporting quarterly on progress until full 

compliance is attained.   If MBTA believes that providing an accessible 

path of travel to and from the altered area at Oak Grove would be 

disproportionate as provided under 49 CFR 37.43(e), then that analysis 

and documentation need to be submitted.
8-Mar-16

Yes

Submit to the FTA Region I Civil Rights Officer a plan for addressing 

capacity issues including excessively long trips.  Report monthly on 

capacity issues until such time as the data indicate that there is no 

pattern or practice of capacity constraints.

Yes

Submit to the FTA Region I Civil Rights Officer documentation of 

elimination of any scheduling policies and practices that result in not 

providing equivalent service to fixed route transit.

Yes

D-109 Limits or capacity 

constraints on ADA 

complementary 

paratransit service

Submit to the FTA Region I Civil Rights Officer procedures to monitor 

ADA and non-ADA paratransit service separately for patterns or 

practices of capacity constraints.  Report quarterly until full compliance 

is achieved.

8-Mar-16

Yes

4. ADA 

8-Mar-16

D-109 Limits or capacity 

constraints on ADA 

complementary 

paratransit service

10/5/2015 - Emailed Mike Lambert to discuss the corrective 

action for ammending the of practice of monitoring ada and non-

ada service for capacity constraints.  Awaiting response back.

12/31/2015 - The MBTA is currently discussing with the 

FTA (P. Grffin) as to appropriate level of Corrective Action

10/5/2015 - Emailed Mike Lambert to discuss the corrective 

action for the ammending of scheduling policies, to make more 

in line with Fixed Route Transit.  Awaiting response back.

12/31/2015 - The MBTA is currently discussing with the 

FTA (P. Grffin) as to appropriate level of Corrective Action

10/5/2015 - Emailed Mike Lambert to discuss the corrective 

action for the long trip times.  Awaiting response back.

12/31/2015 - The MBTA is currently discussing with the 

FTA (P. Grffin) as to appropriate level of Corrective Action

10/5/2015 - Email sent to Laura Brelsford to discuss.  Working 

with Design and Construction to establish a schedule for this 

project.  Meeting in the upcoming weeks to begin corrective 

action.

10/6/2015 - Meeting with Laura and D&C on 10/21/2016 to 

review status of CIP request and progress on project.

12/31/2015 - MBTA to make a determination whether to 

include within future CIP.  Confering with both D&C and

SWA as the priorty of this project.

CAP Status
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Review Area Finding Deficiency Corrective Action
Response 

Date CAP Begun Date Closed

4. ADA D-121 Inadequate tracking 

of trip denials

Submit to the FTA Region I Civil Rights Officer procedures for 

contractors’ tracking of trip denials correctly.  Report quarterly until full 

compliance is achieved. 

8-Mar-16

Yes

6. Procurement D-152 No written protest 

procedures

Submit to the FTA Region I Office notification of the protest submitted 

concerning the 2014 purchase of a set of eight 15-ton portable electric 

jacks.

8-Mar-16

Yes

D-162 * Grantee does not 

monitor DBE 

Compliance

Submit to the FTA Region I Civil Rights Officer a report on activities 

conducted to ensure DBE Program monitoring and compliance. Report 

quarterly until full compliance is achieved.

8-Mar-16

Yes

D-176 Inadequate 

implementation of 

DBE contract 

compliance 

Submit to the FTA Region I Civil Rights Officer a report on activities 

conducted to ensure DBE contract compliance. Report quarterly until 

full compliance is achieved.

8-Mar-16

Yes

D-303 * Inadequate staff to 

administer the DBE 

Program

Submit to the FTA Region I Civil Rights Officer an organizational chart 

showing DBE Program vacant positions are filled.  Also submit a plan 

on how the new staff will be trained on all components of the DBE 

Program. Report quarterly until full compliance is achieved. 
8-Mar-16

Yes

7. DBE

CAP Status

10/5/2015 - Emailed Mike Lambert to discuss the corrective 

action for ammending procedures to track trip denials.  

Awaiting response back.

12/31/2015 - The MBTA is currently discussing with the 

FTA (P. Grffin) as to appropriate level of Corrective Action

10/5/2015 - ODCR will be hiring staff to back fill empty slots.  

Working on ensuring job postings meet the needed criteria for 

investigator position.

12/31/2015 - Spoke with ODCR and HR, the hiring of 4 

individuals is working its way through the process and awaiting  

for CAO to sign off on offers.

10/5/2015 - Julian has tasked staff to begin to ensure all 

contracts issued meet compliance.  This is directly related to D-

162

12/30/2015 - A draft updated DBE program has been 

circulating.  Working with FTA to get its approval of udated 

plan.  Also as reported, we are continuing to file quarterly

updates on our DBE activities.

10/5/2015 - Met with Julian's staff, already working on 

addressing issues and developign CAP for compliance.

12/31/2015 - ODCR is currently filing quarterly reports to 

FTA and are awaiting a response from FTA as to our

compliance.  A call has been put into P. Griffin for a 

status update.

10/5/2015 - Legal has endorsed a a letter from the Chief 

Procurement Officer notifying the FTA of the Whiting bid 

protest, along with response letters from Legal to Whiting and 

Intertran.  

12/31/2015 - Awaiting from FTA on confirmation of 

receipt of letter and official close out of this finding.
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Review Area Finding Deficiency Corrective Action
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Date CAP Begun Date Closed

D-327 DBE Uniform 

Reports do not 

include required 

information 

Yes

D-548 DBE goal 

submission not 

complete

Yes

D-562 Overconcentration 

analysis incomplete

Yes

D-563 Shortfall analysis or 

corrective action 

steps inadequate

Yes

7. DBE

10/5/2015 - ODCR will revise its corrective action steps to 

ensure they properly addess repeated issues with the shortfall 

analysis.  

12/31/2015 - ODCR is currently filing quarterly reports to 

FTA and are awaiting a response from FTA as to our

compliance.  This includes a review of our stortfall analysis.  A 

call has been put into P. Griffin for a status update.

10/5/2015 - Miguel is working with Wanda to ensure 

overconcentration analysis is properly done and submitted on 

time.  

12/31/2015 - ODCR is currently filing quarterly reports to 

FTA and are awaiting a response from FTA as to our

compliance.  This inlcudes our overconcentration analysis. A 

call has been put into P. Griffin for a status update.

10/5/2015 - ODCR will continue to submit quarterly and ensure 

that DBE goal is complete.  Miguel is working with K. Clifton 

and W. Hubbard to ensure submission is full and completed

12/31/2015 - ODCR is currently filing quarterly reports to 

FTA and are awaiting a response from FTA as to our

compliance.  We continue to work on our goal submissions and 

are working with P. Griffin (FTA) to ensure compliance.

10/5/2015 - ODCR will be preparing quarterly reports as a 

result of the deficiency.  Reports will be complete and on time.  

12/31/2015 - ODCR is currently filing quarterly reports to 

FTA and are awaiting a response from FTA as to our

compliance.  A call has been put into P. Griffin for a 

status update.

CAP Status

Submit to the FTA Region I Civil Rights Officer a report on progress 

being made to comply with the preparation and timely submission of the 

required DBE reports including Uniform DBE Reports, 

overconcentration reports, shortfall analysis and DBE Goal and 

Methodology.  

8-Mar-16
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Review Area Finding Deficiency Corrective Action

Response 

Date CAP Begun Date Closed

7. DBE D-365 Grantee does not 

implement its DBE 

Program Plan

Submit to the FTA Region I Civil Rights Officer a compliant DBE 

Program plan, with written procedures and acceptance from MBTA to 

administer the DBE Program in collaboration with its Office of Diversity 

and Civil Rights. Report quarterly until full compliance is achieved.
8-Mar-16

Yes

D-157* Drug and Alcohol 

contractors, 

subrecipients, 

and/or lessees not 

properly monitored 

for Drug & Alcohol 

program 

Submit to the FTA Region I Office amended drug and alcohol testing 

policy for National Express Transit and procedures to ensure oversight 

of its contractors with safety-sensitive employees along with evidence of 

its implementation.
8-Mar-16

Yes

D-113 Random testing rate 

below required level

Submit to the FTA Region I Office a plan to monitor the testing program 

of its contractors to ensure that the random testing rates will comply 

with the required levels along with evidence of its implementation.

Immediately 

Yes 11/12/2015

10/5/2015 - ODCR, through their CAP, will become compliant 

within its DBE program.  Quarterly reporting will continue until 

DBE plan is fully compliant.

12/31/2015 - ODCR continues to work with FTA to improve 

DBE Reporting.  Currently, we are awaiting response back from 

FTA as to our quarterly reporting.

16. Drug-Free 

Workplace/ Drug 

and Alcohol 

Program

CAP Status

10/5/2015 - Email sent out to Kate LeGrow on 10/3/2015 to 

discuss Drug Free Workplace issue and to arrange time to begin 

CAP

Closed out 11/12 by FTA

10/5/2015 - Email sent out to Kate LeGrow on 10/3/2015 to 

discuss Drug Free Workplace issue and to arrange time to begin 

CAP

12/31/2015 - Documentation was sent to FTA back on 

11/30/2015 to substantiate improved oversight over contractors.  

Awaiting FTA's concurrance on this matter and to close out 

finding.
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